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Airfoil performance for the Eppler 387 airfoil at low Reynolds number (Rec � 60;000 to 460,000) is studied

numerically and compared to existing experimental data. Two- and three-dimensional unsteady laminar Navier–

Stokes simulations are performed to evaluate the large-scale dynamics of the flow. All cases show laminar separation

of the boundary layer followed by the shedding of large coherent vortices resulting in reattachment only observed in

the mean flow, referred to as bubble flapping. Integrated aerodynamic coefficients, pressure distributions, and

separation–reattachment locations are presented and compared to experimental data. Absolute averaged section lift

and drag errors in the range Rec � 100;000 to 300,000 are 5 and 7%, respectively, and good agreement of the

pressure distributions is obtained. Laminar separation locations are predicted within 2%-chord, and turbulent

reattachment is on average predicted within 5%-chord of the experimental values, which is improved to 3%-chord

when updated experimental data are used. The work illustrates that bubble flapping, and the resulting mean airfoil

performance, can be analyzed using laminar unsteady Navier–Stokes simulations, and that it does not necessitate

external disturbances or three-dimensional instabilities. The shear layer transition over airfoils is found to be

dominated by two-dimensional vortex shedding resulting in unsteady reattachment.

Nomenclature

Cf = skin friction coefficient, τw∕�0.5ρ∞U2
∞�

Cp = pressure coefficient, �p − p∞�∕�0.5ρ∞U2
∞�

c = chord, m
cd = section drag coefficient, D∕�0.5ρ∞U2

∞c�
cl = section lift coefficient, L∕�0.5ρ∞U2

∞c�
D = section aerodynamic drag force, N/m
L = section aerodynamic lift force, N/m
M = Mach number
p = static pressure, N∕m2

Rec = chord-based Reynolds number, ρU∞c∕μ
t = time, c∕U∞
U∞ = freestream velocity, m/s
x = local x coordinate (along chord)
y = local y coordinate (perpendicular to airfoil surface)
y� = dimensionless wall distance
α = angle of attack, deg
μ = dynamic viscosity, N ⋅ s∕m2

ρ = density, kg∕m3

τw = wall shear stress, N∕m2

Subscripts

c = chord-based
x = separation–reattachment distance
∞ = freestream condition

I. Introduction

VARIOUS small-scale unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and

micro air vehicles (MAVs) utilize airfoils at low chord-based

Reynolds numbers ranging from roughly Rec � 10;000 to Rec �
500;000 [1–4]. The inherently low lift-to-drag ratios attainable at low

Reynolds numbers make flight challenging compared to more con-

ventional Reynolds numbers [2,4,5]. Efficient airfoil performance is

the prerequisite to satisfactory vehicle operation, and the proper

understanding of airfoil performance in this Reynolds number regime

is therefore of fundamental significance [6–9].

Conventional airfoils at higher Reynolds numbers usually experi-

ence laminar–turbulent transition of the boundary layer through

growth of convective (viscous type) instabilities, allowing airfoils

to reach relatively high lift-to-drag ratios compared to those observed

at lower Reynolds numbers. With decreasing Reynolds number, the

relative strength of the viscous forces increases compared to the

inertial forces, progressively damping disturbances found in the flow

and delaying laminar–turbulent transition of the boundary layer.

Consequently, the boundary layer on the airfoil upper surface may

remain laminar downstream of the point of pressure recovery [10].

The laminar boundary layer can only support a small adverse pres-

sure gradient without separation, compared to a fully turbulent

boundary layer [11], and will therefore commonly separate at lower

Reynolds numbers. The laminar separated shear layer is susceptible

to various flow instabilities that can result in steady flow reattachment

at sufficient Reynolds number or low angle of attack, forming a

laminar separation bubble (LSB). The net drag is increased due to

the pressure drag component caused by laminar separation, despite a

possible reduction in friction drag due to the flow reversal in the

region of separated flow [12], revealing the primary impediment to

low-Reynolds-number airfoil performance [13]. The lift is decreased

due to the increased boundary-layer thickness at lower Reynolds

numbers (and possible flow separation), although to a lesser extent

than the increase in drag coefficient [5,14,15]. The steep deterioration

of aerodynamic performance for conventional airfoils starts below

roughly Rec � 100;000 to Rec � 500;000 [1–3,16] with maximum

section lift-to-drag ratios decreasing over one order in magnitude

compared to higher-Reynolds-number flows. At lower Reynolds

number or higher angles of attack, large-scale flow separation on

the airfoil can occur without reattachment, stalling the airfoil.
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The stability, transition, and unsteady characteristics of separated
shear layers are fundamentally different from those of boundary layers
[17]. Tollmien–Schlichting (T-S) waves transferred into the laminar
separated shear layer, originating from the boundary layer before
separation, can grow exponentially, possibly causing laminar–turbulent
transition of the shear layer with resulting steady reattachment (approx-
imately above Rex � 50;000 [1,3], based on the distance from separa-
tion to reattachment) [18–20]. The instability to viscous-typeT-Swaves
is often the primary instability up to the separated flow region, whereas
the separated shear layer is subsequently also unstable to the (inviscid)
Kelvin–Helmholtz (K-H) instability [21–26], although self-sustained
oscillations and other instabilities are also found [27–30,71]. The con-
vectively driven instability to viscous-type T-S waves in the shear layer
is susceptible to various flow disturbances through receptivity
influences for laminar near-wall flows (e.g., forcing fields such as
freestream turbulence and vibrations, or catalysts such as surface non-
uniformities) [30]. Below the “critical Reynolds number” [5] (around
Rec � 100;000 to Rec � 500;000) there is evidence that T-S-based
laminar–turbulent transition with steady reattachment is unlikely with-
out boundary-layer trips, strong receptivity forcing fields, or other
catalysts [1–3,16,23].
In absence of rapid breakdown to turbulence, the reattachment

process can be an unsteady phenomenon, referred to as bubble
flapping, with large spanwise structures shedding into the turbulent
boundary layer [23,31,32]. “Bubble bursting”was first defined as the
process through which a short bubble transitions to a long bubble
[33]. This is likely the transition from an LSB with relatively steady
reattachment to a (time-averaged) unsteady bubble (bubble flapping)
and indicates the onset of vortex shedding [21]. The term “bubble
bursting” is avoided in this work due to the multiple definitions used
since the inception of the term [22]. Crucial parameters determining
whether the reattachment process is relatively steady or unsteady
(bubble flapping) for airfoils are observed to be the angle of attack,
the Reynolds number, and freestream disturbance levels [34].
The inviscid K-H instability occurs in the flow over an airfoil due

to the inflectional velocity profile of a separated shear layer, resulting
in oscillations that can cause the shear layer to roll-up before the onset
of K-H vortices, which can develop downstream, amalgamate,
and ultimately cause the formation of large-scale vortex shedding
[19,21–23,25,35–39]. Two consecutive vortices can move around
each other and merge into a larger vortex by mutual induction under
certain conditions [39].
The separated shear layer can recover more energy through

entrainment mechanisms, increasing the likelihood of (mean) flow
reattachment as a turbulent boundary layer on the airfoil further
downstream [2,32,34,40]. The shedding of coherent vortices and
resulting spanwise structures is sometimes accredited to the primary
instability mechanics of the K-H instability [18,22,23] and is thought
to play the dominant role in the separation region, having a large
impact on fluctuating forces [36]. Deformation of the spanwise
vortical structures results in breakdown to smaller eddies by turbulent
diffusion [41,42] and can be responsible for mean flow reattachment
[41]. The airfoil surface is thought to provide a stabilizing effect to
large scale structures, and amplification of the oscillations at low
Reynolds numbersmight not be fast enough to cause full transition to
small-scale turbulence [23,43]. The coherent structures are observed
to persist throughout the reattached turbulent boundary layer (with
smaller scales superimposed on the larger structures) [22,44], and can
play a crucial role in convecting three-dimensional (3D) vorticity
further downstream, thereby influencing (and delaying) the observed
transition behavior [45,46]. Other work, however, primarily found
rapid breakdown to small-scale turbulence [47].
As the Reynolds number is reduced below the critical Reynolds

number, the likelihood of viscous T-S based laminar–turbulent tran-
sition decreases, and coherent structures are found to be more promi-
nent in the separated flow region [23,34,48]. The role of small-scale
turbulence might be only minor in this case [19,23,44,48,49], and
experiments showed that the small-scale oscillations and the large-
scale vortex shedding are independent and uncorrelated [50].
Roshko [44] describes turbulent mixing layers (around Rec≈

100;000) and states: “The mean flow is controlled by the large, organ-

ized structureswhich, it may be seen, are not affected by the small-scale
turbulence appearing at the higher values ofReynolds number.”Roshko
[44] further notes that the large-scale eddies are responsible for thegross
(mean) flow characteristics and notes that “further ‘turbulization’ by
smaller eddies is merely a stage in the dissipation of the energy that has
been extracted from the mean flow” [44].
Jones et al. [28] show for airfoils that, at sufficiently low disturb-

ance levels, absolute instability of the two-dimensional (2D) vortex
shedding occurs and the separation and reattachment locations are
fixed: “[I]n the absence of convectively driven transition within the
shear layer, transition will take place by absolute instability of the
two-dimensional vortex shedding in a manner not predicted by linear
stability analysis of the time-averaged flow field” [28]. This can have
important consequences on themodeling requirements for such flows
and serves as a main motivation for the present work.
The goal of this paper is to computationally examine low-Reyn-

olds-number airfoil performance at low disturbance levels and dem-
onstrate that unsteady laminar Navier–Stokes (NS) simulations can
account for the primary flow structures, larger vortical dynamics, and
mean airfoil performance at such conditions. The experimental
results for the Eppler 387 airfoil in the Langley Low-Turbulence
Pressure Tunnel (LTPT) at NASA Langley Research Center are
replicated for the Reynolds number range reported (ranging from
Rec � 60;000 to Rec � 460;000) [51]. Wherever available, other
experimental sources are included as well. Unsteady laminar NS
simulations are compared to experimental airfoil performance, and
attention is given to differences between 2D and 3D simulations.
In the next section a brief overview of the experimental work in

Ref. [51] at NASA Langley Research Center is given. The numerical
approach will be discussed afterward, including a validation effort
comparing the present numerical approach to published direct numeri-
cal simulation (DNS) results. Results include mean integrated aerody-
namic coefficients, pressure distributions, and separation–reattachment
locations, all compared to experimental results. The discussion consid-
ers the importance of spanwise flow, the modeling of flapping bubbles,
the origin of the oil accumulation in the flowvisualizations, and the dual
flow state observed at Rec � 60;000, followed by the conclusions.

II. Experimental Work on the Eppler 387

TheEppler 387 lends itself well to a computational investigation of
low-Reynolds-number airfoil performance due to the large amount of
experimental data available. Experimental results in the present work
are gathered from the LTPTat NASA Langley Research Center [51],
theModelWind Tunnel at Stuttgart [52], the Low-TurbulenceTunnel
at the Delft University of Technology [53], the Subsonic Aerody-
namics Lab 3 × 4 ft wind tunnel at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) [54,55], and the Notre DameAerospace
Laboratory low-speed wind tunnel at the University of Notre Dame
[56]. Table 1 summarizes these experiments, including the approxi-
mate freestream turbulence levels. The primary reference for the

Table 1 Freestream turbulence levels for experimental results from
referenced facilities

Facility
Reynolds

number, Rec

Freestream
turbulence level,

FSTI, %

Low turbulence pressure tunnel
(NASA Langley), Ref. [51]

60,000 0.16–0.20

100,000 0.05–0.16
200,000 0.05
300,000 0.05
460,000 0.05

Model wind tunnel (Stuttgart),
Ref. [52]

—— ∼0.03

Low-turbulence tunnel (Delft
University of Technology), Ref. [53]

—— ∼0.08

University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Refs. [54,55]

—— <0.1

Low-speedwind tunnel (University of
Notre Dame), Ref. [56]

NA NA
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Eppler 387 performance in this report is the LTPT test due to its vast
number of published runs, repeated data points, and tabulated results
(for integrated aerodynamic forces, pressure distributions, and sep-
aration–reattachment locations). The following section describes the
basics of the experiment in Ref. [51] conducted in the LTPT.
The LTPT is a closed-circuit, continuous-flow wind tunnel with

variable operating pressure. The tests at NASA Langley were con-
ducted over a Reynolds number range from Rec � 60;000 to Rec �
460;000 with a Mach number ranging fromM � 0.03 toM � 0.13.
The sectional lift and pitching moment data were obtained by inte-
gration of pressure measurements over the centerline of the airfoil
model, and the section drag coefficient was obtained using wake
surveys. Laminar separation and turbulent reattachment locations
were obtained from oil-flow visualizations. Tests were also per-
formed with a strip of turbulator tape at one of the investigated
Reynolds numbers, but these results are not examined in the present
work. Standard low-speed wind tunnel boundary corrections are
applied to the presented data, and further discussed in Ref. [51].
For all comparisons to experiments, all available experimental data

points (both from theLTPT tests, and other references) are presented to
provide the reader with an idea of the scatter in the available test data.

III. Numerical Approach

Airfoil performance for all simulations is obtained using structured
grids and solved using the implicit, compressible NS solver OVER-
FLOW 2.2o [57,58]. Inviscid fluxes are computed using the Harten,
Lax, and van Leer contact (HLLC) flux scheme with a fifth-order
WENOM upwind reconstruction approach for high spatial accuracy
with low numerical dissipation [59]. Viscous fluxes are computed using
second-order central differencing, as are grid metric terms. Time
advance uses a standard second-order backward differencing scheme
(BDF2),with thedual time-steppingapproachasdescribed inRefs. [60–
62].All simulationsuse low-Machpreconditioning (LMP)with thedual
time-stepping methodology in OVERFLOW to improve spatial accu-
racy and convergence while preserving time accuracy [61,62].
As the results can be sensitive to the choice of preconditioning

parameters, all simulations comparing to experiments are set up
identically (all simulations are run at equal freestream Mach number
M � 0.03 and equal LMP “tuning parameters” such as reference
speed and characteristic length of the flowfield). The study aims to
keep the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition in the separated
flow region at unity for efficiency, which in turn determines the
physical time step for the simulation.
Unsteady NS (UNS) simulations are more computationally

demanding than their steady counterpart but allow for the investigation
of differences between the mean flow and time-accurate flow. Steady
simulations might not be able to converge in the first place with large
unsteady features [63,64]. Subiterations are continued until three
orders of subiteration convergence are achieved, after an initial coarse
set of t � 10 flow passes are simulated to remove initial transients.
A turbulence model is not utilized in the present work, thereby

omitting any attempt atmodeling theReynolds stresses and resulting in
laminar UNS simulations throughout. In a similar vein, Spalart [64]
describes unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (unsteady
RANS, or URANS) flowfields as “periodic in time and smoother than
the true turbulent field but representative in some sense, so that its
inviscid dynamics mirror the large-scale dynamics of the true flow”
[64]. It is these inviscid dynamics and resultant large-scale coherent
structures that are hypothesized herein to be dominant for the bubble
behavior and thus for airfoil performance. Furthermore, by not utiliz-
ing a turbulence model (responsible for approximating the incoherent
motion), it is possible to investigate causal contributions of the larger
temporal and spatial scales to the flowfield in absence of any effect of
small-scale turbulence. It is the computational advantage of running
laminar UNS versus turbulent URANS (or higher-fidelity approaches)
that is deemed worthwhile to explore in the present work, which could
be especially beneficial in earlier stages of aerodynamic design of low-
Reynolds-number airfoils.
The experimental data report does not disclose enough information

to fully determine the experimental operating conditions for the

simulation [51]. Therefore, while the Reynolds number and Mach
number are matched, International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) con-
ditions at sea level are used for all simulation results presented in this
report.
All airfoil surfaces are subjected to a no-slip adiabatic boundary

condition, the far-field boundaries are modeled using a freestream
characteristic boundary condition, and the spanwise boundary con-
ditions (in the case of 3D simulations) are modeled using a pure
extrapolation (outflow) boundary condition. The spanwise boundary
condition choice is arbitrary [64], but the outflow boundary condition
is preferred over a spanwise periodic boundary condition to avoid
forcing periodicity over a relatively short span, especially when only
sectional performance at the centerline is sought (and expanding the
spanwise distance comes at considerable increase in computa-
tional cost).
Integrated aerodynamic forces and pressure distributions are

obtained over the centerline of the model in 3D computations
(instead of using span-averaged values) to replicate the experimental
setup used in the LTPT experiments. The lift forces in the LTPT are
obtained by integration of the pressure-only measurements over the
airfoil surface. The differences with numerical integration of the total
aerodynamic forces (pressure and friction) over the same area were
confirmed to be negligible.

A. Eppler 387 Geometry and Structured Grid

The Eppler 387 airfoil coordinates were obtained from Ref. [51]
and interpolated to yield a high-density set of coordinates. TheEppler
387 airfoil, shown in Fig. 1, was modified to use a 0.25%c-thick
round trailing edge (TE) instead of an unrealistic sharp edge to
improve grid quality, which was blended into the Eppler 387 coor-
dinates at x∕c ≈ 0.95 (this is comparable to the modifications per-
formed to the experimental model in Ref. [51]).
Both 2D and 3D structured grids are employed for the airfoil

studies. Initially, a coarse overset grid with dynamic (near-body)
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [65] was pursued to increase
computational efficiency. However, this was later abandoned in favor
of a fine single fixed grid due to difficulty in choosing a single
representative grid cell size in the unsteady region of the flow
preferred for the LMP approach.
The grids were generated using Chimera Grid Tools 2.2 (CGT)

[66], and the gridding guidelines from the AIAA CFD High Lift
Prediction Workshop are used where applicable [67]. The 2D grid
size is based on the grid resolution study included in Refs. [68,69],
resulting in an O-grid with chordwise spacing at the leading edge and
TE set to 0.001%c and 0.01%c, respectively. The number of cells
over the TE is monitored to ensure adequate gridding. The maximum
chordwise separation was fixed at 0.5%c to provide a reasonably
uniform chordwise grid spacing in the predominant region of
unsteady separated flow, aiding the efficacy of the LMP approach.
The viscous wall spacing is estimated for the first point of the

airfoil surface at 10%c and kept at y� < 1 for all Reynolds numbers
studied. The initial wall spacing layer contains five layers of constant
cell spacing normal to the viscouswalls. The cell stretching ratio (SR)
for the normal and tangential/chordwise layers is kept at 10%, and the
far field is located at 20c for all grids. The number of cells normal to
the surface is obtained from the target stretching ratios. For 3D grids,
the 2D grid was repeated in the spanwise direction over constant

Fig. 1 The Eppler 387 airfoil profile.
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intervals of 0.5%c. The spanwise spacing was kept uniform and

identical to themaximumchordwise separation of 0.5%c to approach
uniformly sized cells in the predominant separation region.A testwas

performed at Rec � 60;000 and an angle of α � 6.5°, confirming

virtually undistinguishable centerline pressure distributions between

a span close to 0.5c and 1.0c; the former was chosen to conserve

computational expense. The 3D grids are referred to as quasi 3D

(q3D) because of their limited span. The O-grids on the airfoil have

1329-by-145-by-113 grid points in the chord, normal, and spanwise

directions, respectively.

B. Validation of Numerical Approach

To validate the numerical approach, results at Rec � 60;000,
M � 0.0732, and α � 6.0° were compared to DNS results for the

Eppler 387 airfoil in Ref. [70]. This work was selected because it

published both 2D and 3D analyses, as well as the pressure and skin-

friction distributions over the airfoil. As will be seen in the following

(sub)sections, the numerical approach used is validated for 2D sim-

ulations by the excellent agreement to DNS results of Ref. [70].

Comparison with the corresponding 3D case presents some issues,

however, which are discussed below. The validity of the 3D approach

is borne out by both the quality of agreement with experiment shown

in the Results section as well as the analysis of the Rec � 60;000,
α � 6.0° validation case shown below coupled with discussion and

results shown in Fig. 11.

1. Two-Dimensional Time-Accurate Comparison

Figure 2 shows the time-accurate vorticity magnitude in OVER-

FLOW for the 2D case. The flowfield clearly shows the separated

shear layer and subsequent shedding of large-scale vortices.

The unsteady laminarOVERFLOWresults are presented in Figs. 3

and 4, showing the instantaneous pressure coefficient and skin fric-

tion coefficient, respectively. The chordwise locations of the pressure

and skin friction peaks were chosen to approximately match those

found in the results of Ref. [70], thereby allowing a qualitative

comparison of the time-accurate results.

The shedding of vortices can be clearly observed in the pressure

distribution resulting in increased lift peaks. The skin friction sign at

the increased lift peaks is negative, reducing friction drag slightly.

2. Two-Dimensional Time-Averaged Comparison

The simulation results are averaged over t � 40 flow passes. Both

the pressure coefficient and skin friction coefficient over the airfoil

are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The mean section lift

coefficient in Ref. [70] is cl � 0.9752, compared to cl � 0.9844 in

the present work. The mean section drag coefficient in Ref. [70] is

cd � 0.0425, compared to cd � 0.0428 in the present work. The

differences in section lift and drag coefficient are less than 1%. Both

time-accurate and mean flow comparison show good agreement in

2D simulations.

Fig. 2 Instantaneous vorticity magnitude (2D, nondimensional).

Fig. 3 Instantaneous comparison of 2D pressure coefficient to DNS
from Ref. [70].

Fig. 4 Instantaneous comparison of 2D skin friction coefficient to DNS

from Ref. [70].

Fig. 6 Time-averaged comparison of 2D skin friction coefficient to DNS
from Ref. [70].

Fig. 5 Time-averaged comparison of 2D pressure coefficient to DNS
from Ref. [70].
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3. Quasi-3D Time-Averaged Comparison

Figure 7 shows the center plane of the time-accurate vorticity

magnitude for the q3D simulation, showing the clear influence of
the third dimension on the unsteady flow.
The time-averaged comparison of the 3D simulation is shown in

Fig. 8. The integrated forces are less periodic compared to the 2D
simulation and show large random variations over time. The q3D

simulation almost predicts reattachment of the mean flow, whereas
the DNS simulations in Ref. [70] show laminar separation. McGhee
and Walker [51] report that, for the experiments at Rec � 60;000,
approximately between 2.5° < α < 7.0°, two flow states exist simul-

taneously (laminar separation with and without turbulent reattach-
ment), which are observed repeatedly and recurring for all operating
conditions (independent of Mach number, corresponding freestream
turbulence intensity [FSTI] levels at Rec � 60;000, or hysteresis
effects). The two states can be clearly seen later in the force data
(shown in Fig. 11). Unfortunately, only the laminar separation (with-
out reattachment) data were recorded for α � 6.0° (both pressure
distribution and integrated aerodynamic forces), making it hard to

cast judgement on the simulation results.
Table 2 shows the mean sectional lift and drag for 2D and 3D

simulations in OVERFLOWand in Ref. [70], compared to the LTPT
experimental results.

The sectional lift and drag errors are around ∼20% for both 3D
numerical approaches, compared to LTPT data. In light of the good
comparison of the 2D cases between the two numerical approaches,
and the particular issues with this operating condition, as shown in
Ref. [51], it was decided to pursue the current work. The dual flow
state is investigated separately in the discussion.

IV. Results

This section presents the results of the simulations grouped into
mean integrated aerodynamic forces, mean pressure distribution, and
separation–reattachment locations. Due to their higher computa-
tional cost, q3D cases for some conditions are run at coarser angle
of attack intervals.

A. Mean Integrated Aerodynamic Forces

Mean integrated aerodynamic forces are obtained through integra-
tion over the centerline of the airfoils: a strip with awidth of 0.01c for
q3D cases, or integration over the airfoil contour for 2D cases. The
aerodynamic forces are obtained by integration of the pressure and
shear stress over the airfoil. The experimental lift is obtained through
integration of the pressure over the airfoil centerline and the drag is
obtained from the wake rake survey [51].
At low Reynolds numbers the vortex shedding can cause large

fluctuations of the forces, which do not always occur at regular
intervals. Therefore, the simulation results are presented as boxplots,
showing the median and confidence interval values to give a repre-
sentation of their variation in time. The lift and drag curves forRec �
100;000 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The boxplots for
2D simulations are shifted by�0.30 deg to not overlapwith the q3D
boxplots.
Lift and drag follow the experimental trend well, especially con-

sidering the variation in measurements between all experimental
sources. As expected, upon stall (approximately at α > 7.5°), the
drag values start to diverge from experimental values due to increases
in flow separation. Two-dimensional simulation results, unaffected
by end-effects and the spanwise dimension, show a similar trend to
q3D simulation results, although at a positive offset in sectional drag.
The reduction in section drag with increasing angle of attack
(between around α � 4° to α � 8°) is because of a progressively
shortening mean bubble length (as shown later).
The dramatic effect of the “dual flow state” at Rec � 60;000 is

shown in Fig. 11, showing that both laminar separation (correspond-
ing to high section drag values) and turbulent reattachment (corre-
sponding to low section drag values) are occurring for all LTPT runs,

Fig. 7 Instantaneous vorticity magnitude (midspan, q3D, nondimen-
sional).

Fig. 8 Time-averaged comparison of q3D results to DNS results from
Ref. [70].

Table 2 Sectional lift and drag for all validation cases

Source Section lift, cl Section drag, cd
OVERFLOW (2D) 0.984 0.0428
DNS (2D, Ref. [70]) 0.975 0.0425
OVERFLOW (q3D) 0.865 0.0517
DNS (3D, Ref. [70]) 0.813 0.0772
LTPT (LS) 0.661 0.0639 Fig. 9 Section lift forRec � 100;000 compared to available experimen-

tal data from Refs. [51–54,56].
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and therefore independent of Mach number and FSTI. The mean
LTPT data are divided into the two distinct groups.
McGhee andWalker [51] also note that no hysteresis loops occurred

during testing but that for Rec < 100;000 the unsteady wakes caused
considerable difficulties in obtaining reliable drag numbers. No sepa-
ration–reattachment data is presented in Ref. [51] for Rec < 100;000,
presumably due to the inconsistent or nonexisting reattachment behav-
ior (and long runtimes required to establish the oil pattern [55]).
Simulations consistently predict flow reattachment (indicative of the
lower of the two experimental mean drag trajectories in Fig. 11), but
with largeunsteady features in the flow, aswasobservedexperimentally.
Drag predictions at Rec � 200;000 are presented in Fig. 12 and

show quite favorable agreement for the q3D cases.
Drag predictions start to deteriorate at Reynolds numbers ofRec �

300;000 and above as shown in Fig. 13, showing consistently lower
q3D section drag before stall, attributed to the absence of small-scale
turbulence in the simulations. For all Reynolds numbers in the experi-
ment, the pressure distributions reveal the presence of separation
bubbles. Despite this, the bubble-dominated lift is seen to be predicted

with good accuracy up to the highest Reynolds number in the experi-
ment, Rec � 460;000, as presented in Fig. 14.
Therefore, the transition to small-scale turbulence (first occur-

rences observed in Ref. [51] near stall for Rec � 200;000 to
Rec � 300;000) is unlikely to be the cause of the bubble reattach-
ment but could simply be an unavoidable side effect of the growing
shear layer instabilities (the pressure distributions will be shown in
the following section). Tables 3 and 4 show mean aerodynamic
coefficients for all Reynolds numbers tested at α � 2°.
Both lift and drag for q3D are predicted within 10% for the q3D

cases, except for the highest Reynolds number,where drag starts to be
underpredicted. Tables 5 and 6 show time-averaged aerodynamic
coefficients for all Reynolds numbers tested at α � 4°. For Rec �
60;000 results for both flow states, laminar separation (LS) and
turbulent reattachment (TR) are presented. Both LS and TR flow
states are presented separately for experimental LTPT results at
Rec � 60;000 in Tables 5–8. Numerical results for Rec � 60;000,
however, correspond to just one simulation, and the relative error
indicates which flow state is predominantly observed.

Fig. 10 Section drag for Rec � 100;000 compared to available exper-
imental data from Refs. [51–54].

Fig. 12 Section drag for Rec � 200;000 compared to available exper-
imental data from Refs. [51–54].

Fig. 13 Section drag for Rec � 300;000 compared to available exper-
imental data from Refs. [51,54].

Fig. 11 Section drag for Rec � 60;000 compared to available exper-
imental data from Refs. [51–54].
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At the higher angles of attack the lift prediction improves for

Rec > 60;000, with a maximum error in lift prediction for the q3D

simulations of 5.4%. The drag coefficient error stays within 8.7%

except for the highest Reynolds number. Tables 7 and 8 show mean

aerodynamic coefficients for all Reynolds numbers tested at α � 6°.

Comparison between simulation and experiment degrades toward
higher angles of attack, near stall onset, as the flowfield gets more
complex. The results that correlate best with measurements are
obtained at Rec � 100;000 to Rec � 300;000; at lower Reynolds
numbers, reattachment fails to occur reliably (the airfoil is on the verge
of stalling). At higher Reynolds numbers the drag errors become
substantial—presumably due to non-negligible contribution of
small-scale turbulence, even though the pressure distributions are still
showing accurate capturing of the mean bubble geometry. Table 9
summarizes the average absolute value errors (up to stall) for each
Reynolds number group, compared toLTPTdata (α � −3° toα < 8°).
Cases atRec � 60;000 are excludeddue to the dual flow state between
α � 2.5° to α � 7.5°, and due to inconsistent reattachment behavior.

B. Mean Pressure Distributions

As mean integrated aerodynamic forces can still give a skewed
observation of the accuracy of the predicted section lift, the pressure

Fig. 14 Section lift for Rec � 460;000 compared to available experi-
mental data from Refs. [51].

Table 3 Mean section lift for α � 2° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section lift coefficient, cl

Relative
error, %

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 0.687 0.512 0.559 22.9 −8.4
100,000 0.649 0.589 0.586 10.8 0.5
200,000 0.595 0.604 0.574 3.7 5.2
300,000 0.590 0.613 0.572 3.1 7.2
460,000 0.600 0.598 0.580 3.4 3.1

Table 4 Mean section drag for α � 2° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section drag coefficient, cd

Relative
error, %

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 0.0318 0.0345 0.0322 −1.2 7.1
100,000 0.0258 0.0216 0.0211 22.3 2.4
200,000 0.0159 0.0113 0.0118 34.7 −5.1
300,000 0.0121 0.0093 0.0099 22.2 −6.1
460,000 0.0078 0.0059 0.0078 0.0 −24.4

Table 5 Mean section lift for α � 4° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section lift coefficient, cl

Relative
error, %

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 (LS) 0.851 0.642 0.645 31.9 −0.5
60,000 (TR) —— —— 0.721 18.0 −11.0
100,000 0.820 0.769 0.778 5.4 −1.1
200,000 0.799 0.826 0.785 1.8 5.2
300,000 0.799 0.835 0.792 0.9 5.4
460,000 0.825 0.819 0.803 2.7 2.0

Table 6 Mean section drag for α � 4° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section drag coefficient, cd

Relative
error, %

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 (LS) 0.0394 0.0408 0.0447 −11.9 −8.7
60,000 (TR) — — —— 0.0400 −1.5 2.0
100,000 0.0298 0.0248 0.0230 29.6 7.8
200,000 0.0181 0.0134 0.0133 36.1 0.8
300,000 0.0142 0.0104 0.0109 30.3 −4.6
460,000 0.0095 0.0067 0.0090 5.6 −25.6

Table 7 Mean section lift for α � 6° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section lift coefficient, cl

Relative error,
%

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 (LS) 0.978 0.833 0.661 48.0 26.0
60,000 (TR) —— —— 0.939a 4.2 −11.3
100,000 0.981 0.973 0.974 0.8 −0.1
200,000 0.992 1.031 1.004 −1.2 2.7
300,000 1.049 1.049 1.010 3.9 3.9
460,000 1.046 1.055 1.022 2.3 3.2

aInterpolated from neighboring angles of attack.

Table 8 Mean section drag for α � 6° compared to LTPT data [51]

Section drag coefficient, cd Relative error, %

Reynolds number, Rec 2D q3D LTPT 2D q3D

60,000 (LS) 0.0402 0.0432 0.0639 −37.1 −32.4
60,000 (TR) — — —— 0.0388a 3.6 11.3
100,000 0.0256 0.0252 0.0224 14.3 12.5
200,000 0.0179 0.0151 0.0141 27.0 7.1
300,000 0.0140 0.0107 0.0116 20.7 7.8
460,000 0.0110 0.0078 0.0101 8.9 −222.8

aInterpolated from neighboring angles of attack.

Table 9 Quasi-3D errors before stall compared to
LTPT data [51]

Averaged absolute errors for
q3D, %

Reynolds number, Rec Sectio lift, cl Section drag, cd

100,000 3.2 6.6
200,000 6.2 5.1
300,000 6.6 9.6
460,000 5.3 22.9
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distributions for representative cases are shown below. The distribu-

tions show the influence of the spanwise dependence of the flow on

the results clearly, although all 2D simulations are seen to capture the

major dynamics (including reattachment region). The good agree-

ment between the q3D pressure distribution and the experimental

pressure distribution (both obtained from the centerline of the 3D

airfoil) shows that the bubble dynamics in the mean flow are accu-

rately captured.

Cases at Rec � 60;000 see a pressure peak just too late to provide
mean reattached flow. Figure 15 shows the pressure distribution for

α � 2° atRec � 60;000. The 2D cases see an additional reduction in

pressure distribution due to a nested secondary bubble.

Toward higher Reynolds numbers the pressure distributions can be

seen to agreewell for the q3Dcases. Figures 16 and 17 show themean

pressure distribution for Rec � 100;000 and Rec � 200;000,

respectively. The figures show good agreement of the pressure dis-

tribution using the q3D simulations.

The plateau and pressure rise in the mean pressure distribution are

indicative of the bubble separation, transition, and reattachment

[10,34], as illustrated in Fig. 16. AtRec � 300;000 the bubble length
diminishes and is also less accurately captured (see Fig. 18).

Toward higher angles of attack near stall, a bubble is predicted in

the simulations, but not observed from the experimental pressure

distributions. At Rec � 300;000 and α � 8° the LTPT data indicate

natural transition (NT) at x∕c � 0.20. The simulations are unable to

capture the natural transition, but still accurately obtain the pressure

distribution over the aft section of the airfoil, as shown in Fig. 19.

The pressure distributions still provide good correlation with the

experimental data before stall, even at Rec � 460;000, as shown

in Fig. 20.

Fig. 15 Mean pressure distributions for α � 2° and Rec � 60;000
compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 17 Mean pressure distributions for α � 4° and Rec � 200;000
compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 16 Mean pressure distributions for α � 6° and Rec � 100;000
compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 20 Mean pressure distributions for α � 4° and Rec � 460;000
compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 19 Mean pressure distributions for α � 8° and Rec � 300;000
compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 18 Mean pressure distributions for α � 4° and Rec � 300;000
compared to LTPT data [51].
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C. Separation–Reattachment Locations

The experimental data included separation and reattachment loca-
tions using oil-film techniques forRec � 100;000 toRec � 300;000
[51]. At lower Reynolds numbers, the mean flow barely reattaches
and is essentially stalled, prohibiting consistent observation of the
separation and reattachment locations.
The skin friction from the simulation is used to map the laminar

separation and turbulent reattachment of the flow. The locations are
only computed for the upper surface from the stagnation point up to
the TE. The first occurrence downstream from the stagnation point
where the mean skin friction reaches Cf � 0 is identified as the
laminar separation (LS) location. The following downstream location
within the overall bubble shapewhere a mean positive skin friction is
obtained is identified as the turbulent reattachment location (TR), as
done in Ref. [55]. Figure 21 shows the experimental separation–
reattachment locations and both 2D and q3D simulation results for
Rec � 100;000. The OVERFLOW simulations are referred to as
“2D” and “q3D.” The onset of stall is estimated by marking the first
(experimental) angle of attack where δ�cl∕cd�∕δα < 0 occurs.
Most of the simulations show the existence of a nested secondary

bubble within the primary separation region where, because of the
reversed flow in the primary bubble, there is a reattachment upstream
of the primary turbulent reattachment. No mention of a secondary
separation bubble was made in the experiments [51,55] and the
separation–reattachment locations of the nested bubble have not been
plotted in Figs. 21, 22, and 24 for clarity of the figures.

For all simulations, LS and TR are only observed in the time-

averaged sense; there is no bubble in the time-accurate sense (only

large-scale unsteady structures are observed, characteristic of bubble

flapping). Some values (stall and beyond) provide large sets of skin

friction sign switches in the mean flow and are omitted (no time-

averaged bubble is observed, just separated flow).

ForRec � 100;000 the reattachment location is seen to be roughly

at a constant offset from the experimental values, and for the q3D

cases, the average error in reattachment location prediction before

stall is around 0.07c. The pressure distributions in the previous

section seem to indicate higher mean reattachment location accuracy,

because the distinct pressure increase is predicted well (see Fig. 16),

which is often correlated to the reattachment location [22,40].

In Ref. [55] it is shown that there exists a small gap between oil

accumulation and actual flow reattachment in experimental studies.

From this it is hypothesized that the oil-accumulation line was mis-

interpreted in Ref. [51] as the reattachment line. Testing in Ref. [55]

was performed for the Eppler 387 airfoil atRec � 200;000 andRec �
300;000 and the LS, oil accumulation (OA), and TR locations were

recorded. Runs atRec � 100;000were omitted because they required

excessive runtime to establish the oil pattern. Figure 22 shows the

comparison of the simulations with the added experimental data from

Ref. [55] for Rec � 200;000 marked “UIUC,” showing greatly

improved agreement. Note that the LTPT turbulent reattachment loca-

tions have now been labeled as oil accumulation (OA) locations.

The time-averaged skin friction for Rec � 200;000 and α � 4° is
plotted in Fig. 23 and shows favorable agreement to the conceptual

skin friction distribution in Ref. [55]. The figure also presents the

secondary separation bubble (within the primary separation bubble,

with reattachment upstream of the primary turbulent reattachment).

The secondary bubble is seen in both 2D and q3D simulations.

Arrows indicate the direction of the wall shear stress for clarity.

Comparison to UIUC data is favorable for Rec � 200;000 and

α � 4° and shows average errors of 0.01c, 0.04c, and 0.02c for the

LS, OA, and TR locations, respectively. The data for Rec � 300;000
are plotted in Fig. 24. On average 3D laminar separation location

errors are around 1%c and reattachment locations show a 3%c error.
The progressively increasing error in reattachment location pre-

diction with angle of attack (see also the pressure distribution in

Fig. 18) is likely the onset of the influence of small-scale turbulence,

promoting earlier mean reattachment upstream.

When the simulation results are compared to the experimental

UIUC data for Rec � 200;000 and Rec � 300;000 (linearly inter-

polated to the simulation angles of attack), the absolute average value

errors for turbulent reattachment before stall are improved, as sum-

marized in Table 10. For Rec � 200;000 the laminar separation

location errors before stall range between −3.3%c and −0.2%c for

2D and −3.0%c and 2.9%c for q3D. The corresponding turbulent

reattachment location errors range from−5.3%c to 6.0%c for 2D and

1.3%c to 2.2%c for q3D. For Rec � 300;000 the laminar separation

location errors before stall range between −3.6%c and −1.5%c for

2D and −1.9%c and 1.3%c for q3D. The corresponding turbulent

Fig. 21 Laminar separation and mean turbulent reattachment loca-
tions for Rec � 100;000 compared to LTPT data [51].

Fig. 22 Laminar separationandmean turbulent reattachment locations
for Rec � 200;000 compared to experimental data from Refs. [51,55].

Fig. 23 Skin friction coefficient versus chord for Rec � 200;000 and
α � 4° compared to UIUC data [55].
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reattachment location errors range from 4.7%c to 7.2%c for 2D and
0.5%c to 6.0%c for q3D.

V. Discussion

This section discusses differences between the 2D and q3D sim-
ulations, themodeling of bubble flapping, a proposed explanation for
the oil accumulation, and a preliminary analysis on the dual-flow
state observed at Rec � 60;000.

A. Importance of Spanwise Flow: 2D-q3D Differences

Simulations using 2D unsteady NS are often considered inappro-
priate for bluff body aerodynamics because the influence of the
spanwise component is crucial [64,72]. The differences between
2D and q3D simulations in the present work can occur largely for
two reasons: the introduction of end-effects from the spanwise boun-
dary conditions in q3D simulations, and changes in flow behavior
due to the presence of the spanwise coordinate. Both are observed in
the present work.
In the pressure distributions in Figs. 15–20, the higher suction peak

for the 2D simulations alludes to the strictly 2D performance of the
airfoil, practically always resulting in higher section lift than its q3D
counterpart. The vortical structures in 2D have no means to diffuse
into 3D structures, resulting in prolonged vortex convection com-
pared to q3D cases. The differences in vortex convection length are
clearly shown for the case of α � 8.5° and Rec � 100;000 by plot-
ting an isosurface of the Q-criterion colored by velocity magnitude
for both 2D and q3D simulations, as shown in Figs. 25 and 26,
respectively.
The q3D case shows a clear view of the spanwise vortices and the

downstream instabilities that start to perturb the spanwise structure,
resulting in a cascade into smaller structures. Despite these obvious
differences, the mean behavior of the airfoils shows very similar

separation–reattachment locations and pressure distributions (see
Figs. 15–20). Comparison of integrated aerodynamic coefficients
with tunnel results, however, was only favorable for the q3D cases,
showing a clear influence of the end-effects and spanwise dimension,
in comparison to the 2D cases.
Lin and Pauley [23] present 2D laminar UNS analyses for the same

airfoil and compared to a selection of cases from the same LTPT
experimental data, showing good pressure distribution and separa-
tion–reattachment agreement with the LTPT data, and comparable
errors in lift and drag estimation to the q3D results in the present
work. It is unclear to the authors what the cause is of this good
agreement, as the criticality of the end-effects and spanwise dimen-
sion on reverse velocities in the bubble are shown to be influential in
the present work.

B. Modeling of Flapping Laminar Separation Bubbles

Analyses of LSBs are challenging due to their inherent complexity
and the susceptibility to various flow disturbances through receptiv-
ity influences for laminar near-wall flows [25,30]. Furthermore, the
characteristics of the vortices formed in the separation bubble are
dependent on the pressure distribution, resulting in a dependence on
airfoil geometry, Reynolds number, and angle of attack [23].
The good pressure distribution correlation supports the hypothesis

that bubble behavior here is not governed by small-scale turbulence
(as this cannot be modeled in the unsteady laminar NS simulations),
but rather by large vortical structures that dominate performance and
only in a time-averaged sense resemble a reattached boundary layer.
It is key to note that reattachment for all cases is only observed in the
mean flow. Even at the highest Reynolds number tested of Rec �
460;000 the pressure distribution still shows good predictions of
bubble-dominated lift before stall (see Fig. 20), implying that the
bubble flapping behavior can be governed by large scales up to

Table 10 Separation–reattachment
errors compared to UIUC data [55]

Averaged absolute error,%c

Case Rec � 200;000 Rec � 300;000

LS 2D 1.6 2.6
q3D 2.1 1.2

TR 2D 4.0 6.2
q3D 1.9 3.0

Fig. 25 Two-dimensional, Rec � 100;000, isosurface of Q-criterion
colored by velocity magnitude, α � 8.5°.

Fig. 24 Laminar separationandmean turbulent reattachment locations
for Rec � 300;000 compared to experimental data from Refs. [51,55].

Fig. 26 Quasi-3D,Rec � 100;000, isosurface ofQ-criterion colored by
velocity magnitude, α � 8.5°.
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relatively high Reynolds numbers, usually thought to be the realm of

“steady reattachment” bubbles.

Wang et al. [34] investigated the NACA 0012 airfoil at a wide

Reynolds number range with varying turbulence intensity of the

oncoming flow. The analysis describes eight distinct flow structures

in four proposed Reynolds number regimes, as shown in Fig. 27. The

switch from bubble flapping (mode D) to steady reattachment (mode

E) for changes in angle of attack and Reynolds number for a NACA

0012 airfoil is shown in Fig. 27.

The modeling of bubbles is therefore likely possible until small-

scale transition is the cause of separated shear layer reattachment,

which then sets the Reynolds number at which relatively steady

“ordinary”LSBs start to form. The primary catalysts for steady LSBs

to occur are then higher Reynolds numbers, higher freestream turbu-

lence, and higher angles of attack.

The results show that laminar UNS can predict unsteady LSBs

(bubble flapping) and also show that the phenomenon can exist

without the need for acoustic feedback mechanisms (as discussed

in Refs. [25,65]), or interactionwith freestream turbulence intensities

(as discussed in Ref. [66]). The 2D simulations, unaffected by end

effects, show performance differences with q3D simulations as

expected, but the separation–reattachment behavior is surprisingly

similar, making bubble flapping also possible in 2D and not intrinsi-

cally an instability of shed vortices to 3D disturbances (as discussed

in Ref. [24]).

A likely candidate for the shear layer instability is the KH insta-

bility. The shear layer velocity profile can be decomposed into a

constant and equal velocity across the shear layer and a velocity shear

component. The velocity shear component results in pressure

differences that start the K-H instability and ultimately cause vortex

formation, as sketched in Fig. 28. The instability and vortex roll-up is

confirmed to be essentially 2D by experiments [39]. The mechanism

and flow physics causing bubble flapping are still the subject of

ongoing research.

Even when the mean flow reattachment can be accurately predicted

using laminar NS, drag is more difficult to predict, most likely due to

the omnipresent small-scale turbulencewithin the boundary layer. For

the present Reynolds number range and airfoil, small-scale turbulence

is likely a consequence of the breakdown of these turbulent structures,

rather than the causal mechanism for flow reattachment; this was

deduced from the good prediction of the pressure distributions.
The influence of small-scale turbulence is expected to have a more

profound impact on drag with increasing Reynolds number, which is

observed by the increasingly larger errors in drag predictions toward

higher Reynolds numbers above Rec � 300;000 to 460,000 (see

Fig. 13) and increase in angle of attack, as also shown experimentally

in Ref. [34].
From this it could be concluded that airfoil design for very low

Reynolds numbers could be performed using unsteady laminarNS, at

least in the early design phase, to reduce computational expense and

complexity, compared to inclusion of turbulence and/or transition

models inURANSapproaches or higher-ordermethods. The primary

reason for this is that the large-scale dynamics can still be captured by

a UNS approach to a sufficient degree for the mean aerodynamic

performance of the airfoil. Analogously, Hunt [49] states that “quite a

few flow regions that appear complex and/or 3D are shaped by

‘vortical inviscid’ physics, and not by the local turbulent stresses,”

in line with the hypothesis brought forth in the present work.
The experiments are conducted at relatively low values of FSTI,

implying that at higher levels of FSTI the small-scale turbulence is

likely to manifest itself more prominently. All experimental data,

however, are obtained from different Mach numbers (with different

correlated FSTI values), showing no fundamental changes in bubble

behavior, suggesting that all FSTI values are below a thresholdwhere

small-scale turbulence is dominant for the bubble behavior. At higher

Reynolds numbers (or higher levels of FSTI), and/or higher angles of

attack, it is expected that the separated shear layer can transition to

small-scale turbulence, which consequently induces reattachment.

To be able to observe an instantaneous bubble structure, this tran-

sition will have to happen before the vortex shedding can occur.

C. Origin of the Oil Accumulation in the Flow Visualization

Selig et al. [55] present a photograph of the experimental flow

visualization using oil techniques for the Eppler 387 airfoil at Rec �
300;000 and α � 5°. Plotting the skin friction and photograph at the
same chord scale, the favorable agreement can be seen in Fig. 29.
For the q3D simulations the laminar separation and oil-

accumulation line are predicted near 1%c of the experimental value,

and the turbulent reattachment region within 2%c. Considering that

the accuracy of experimentally obtaining the data is around 1%c to

2%c [55], and the maximum chordwise separation for the simula-

tions is 0.5%c, the present accuracy is what could be expected at best.
Selig et al. [55] state: “[T]he laminar flow smoothly streaks the oil,

until : : : laminar separation starts. Beyond this point and inside the

bubble, there is very little flow and the oil does not change; it keeps

Fig. 27 Schematic of flow structures around NACA 0012 airfoil, from
Ref. [34].

Fig. 28 Schematic representation of vortex roll-up due to the Kelvin–

Helmholtz instability of a separated shear layer, from Ref. [73].

Fig. 29 Skin friction coefficient versus chord for Rec � 300;000
and α � 5° compared to UIUC flow visualization [55] (adapted with
permission).
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the orange-peel textured look.At reattachment : : : the flow impinges

on the surface and creates high shear stress that scours away the oil. It

moves some oil upstream and some oil downstream as the downflow

‘splashes’ onto the surface effectively creating a ‘continental divide’

defined by a very fine dividing line. The oil moving upstream pools

into what we call the ‘oil accumulation line,’ while the oil going

downstream moves toward the trailing edge” [55]. As the oil accu-

mulation from the reattachment region and the primary surface flow

inside the bubble are both upstream, it is not immediately clear why

the oil would be accumulated onto a distinct line, or why the skin

friction changes so drastically within the bubble. The skin-friction

distribution in Fig. 29 shows the existence of a secondary bubble,

creating downstream-oriented flow opposing the oil accumulation

from the reattachment region, creating an opposing flow of oil and

hence an oil accumulation line at the location of flow separation of the

nested secondary bubble. The nested bubble therefore provides a

reason for the sharp oil accumulation line due to the opposing wall

shear stresses and rapid reduction of the skin friction gradient. The

secondary bubble velocity and skin frictionmagnitudes are likely too

low to be picked up in the oil flow, and hence not distinctly visible in

the “orange peel texture.”

The flow visualization for the q3D case is shown in Fig. 30 as

velocity magnitude with overlaid velocity streamlines, showing the

primary separation bubble with the nested smaller bubble. The

visualization is cropped between 0.20 < x∕c < 0.80, for comparison

with Fig. 29.

D. Dual Flow State at Rec � 60;000

McGhee andWalker [51] state that dual flow states were observed

between α � 2.5° and α � 7° at Rec � 60;000. Moreover, no hys-

teresis effects were seen, and the effect is observed for all runs (with

varying Mach numbers and corresponding freestream conditions).

The case forα � 6° is run for an extended time of t � 60 flow passes.

The section drag, including the approximate dual flow state results

observed in the LTPT, is shown in Fig. 31.

The corresponding chordwise location of laminar separation is

extracted and presented in Fig. 32. The maximum observed variation

exceeds 0.10c, but due to the flapping nature of the bubble, (possible)
corresponding reattachment locations cannot be readily deduced

without selectively choosing averaging windows.

Figure 33 shows the Mach number over the upper surface of the
Eppler 387 airfoil for the most upstream laminar separation location
(top) and the most downstream laminar separation location (bottom).
As no upstream disturbances are introduced, the behavior is self-

sustained and could be induced by the reversed flow inside the
bubble. The behaviormight be a phenomenon occurring just because
the airfoil is on the verge of stalling and barely reattaches in most
conditions. Momentary unsteady reattachment could largely affect
the flow and mean behavior of the airfoil, making it particularly
sensitive to operating conditions.

VI. Conclusions

Lift on the Eppler 387 airfoil is bubble dominated at aroundRec �
460;000 and below. TheLSBs do not feature steady reattachment, but
large-scale spanwise structures are found to shed into the turbulent
boundary layer, which is only reattached in a time-averaged sense.
This is referred to as bubble flapping. Laminar unsteady NS simu-
lations in 3D and 2D are compared to experimental work for Rec �
60;000 to Rec � 460;000.
The primary differences between 2D and q3D cases were substan-

tially lower suction peaks for q3D cases, and a stronger recirculation
in the bubble for 2D cases (locally slightly increasing lift). Average
absolute value lift and drag predictions for Rec � 100;000
to 300;000 differ by 5 to 7% compared to experimental data, respec-
tively. Below Rec � 60;000 no reliable time-averaged reattachment
was observed, leaving the airfoil essentially stalled. Drag predictions
at Rec � 460;000 are off considerably, likely due to the small-scale
turbulence that begins to have a dominant impact on drag and bubble
behavior. Despite this, lift predictions are still good at Rec �
460;000 with good mean pressure distribution comparisons for all
but the highest angles of attack, indicating that the bubble flapping is
still the dominant instability in the flow.
Good agreement of the mean pressure distributions is obtained for

nearly all cases, including the characteristic “plateau” in the LSB, and

Fig. 30 Quasi-3D flow visualization of upper surface with streamlines
for Rec � 300;000 and α � 5° (vertical axis scaled by 5).

Fig. 31 Section drag over time for α � 6° at Rec � 60;000.

Fig. 32 Laminar separation location versus time for α � 6° at
Rec � 60;000.

Fig. 33 Mirrored image of q3D time-accurate Mach number on upper
surface at laminar separation (top) and turbulent reattachment (bot-
tom), α � 6° at Rec � 60;000.
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the adverse pressure gradient indicative of transition and subsequent
mean-flow reattachment. Laminar unsteady NS without turbulence
and/or transitionmodels is capable of resolving the bubble dynamics,
with laminar separation predictions on average within around
2%c (close to the estimated experimental accuracy of around
1%c to 2%c), and turbulent reattachment around 5%c for Rec �
100;000 to 300;000, compared to LTPT experimental results before
stall. Comparing with the suggested corrections by UIUC due to a
hypothesized mis-observed reattachment region, turbulent reattach-
ment on average improves to 3%c for Rec � 200;000 to 300;000,
before stall. A nested secondary bubble (within the primary separa-
tion bubble) is presented as the reason for the experimentally
observed oil-accumulation line.
The work shows that bubble flapping predictions can be made

using laminar UNS, and that their existence does not necessitate
external influences such as acoustic sources or freestream turbulence.
Even in strictly 2D simulations the global bubble flapping separation,
transition, and reattachment trends are similar. This is in general
agreement with the findings determining that, at low enough level
of external influence, the shear layer transition will be dominated by
2D vortex shedding and that small-scale oscillations and the large-
scale vortex shedding are independent.
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